
Now booking 2024 weddings. Let’s chat about your date!

preserving your legacy

LET’S CHAT

Logo

✓ timeless ✓ raw ✓ beautiful

No one wants to be staged in weird, unnatural poses, 

making your photos look stiff and awkward.

You should be focused on living your wedding day, not 

producing moments for photos. 

“perfect”= boring

Image placeholder

Like a wedding photographer, but better.

Finally enjoy having 
your photo taken.

You deserve to feel 
comfortable and relaxed 
throughout your photos. 
We make the experience 
like hanging out with a 
good friend.

I know how overwhelming wedding 
planning can be.

Obsessed with collecting experiences and emotions, this is my focus at every wedding. 

First trained in photography as a journalist, I mix together fly-on-the-wall photojournalism 

with bits of posed photos throughout the day.  My years of experience in professional 

storytelling, combined with my years of experience in the service industry, have prepared 

me for anything that could happen on a wedding day! I’m your hype girl, planner, 

problem solver, and personal historian.
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StorySite.co/wireframe-tutorial

Plan your wedding 
your way.

Have expert hands 
on deck.

Rigid agendas and formal 
fare are not for you, and 
we’re here for it. We will 
capture your love and the 
day, naturally.

Weddings and other events 
are full of surprises. Stay in 
the moment while we handle 
any mishaps and guide you 
through the day.

 

Live your best moments while I capture them for years to come.

LET’S CHAT

LAID-BACK MINNESOTA WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER 

LET’S CHAT

1. Fill out the inquiry form 
on my website.

500K+ 
moments captured on film

137
grilled cheese sandwiches 

while editing

Rachel photo

minnesota + beyond

LET’S CHAT

Our Approach to Timeless Photography

LET’S CHAT

True to life 
colors

Gather customer 
feedback & external 
data points.

Capturing the 
details

Access everything on 
your interactive 
dashboard.

Authentic 
moments

Drive business 
improvement with 
automated workflows.

How to Book Your Session With Me

2. I’ll send over package 
and pricing options.

3. We secure your date and 
start planning your big day.

photo

We were so blessed to have Rachel be a part of our wedding day. She helped us plan 

our timeline for the day and reassured us everything would be perfect for us. It was the 

best day of my life, and now we have the memories in pictures forever.

Breanna, Minnesota lake wedding

Let’s do the darn thing.

LET’S CHAT

LET’S CHAT

60+ 
weddings shot

Hi, I’m Rachel!

Engagement & Wedding Families Boudoir

Our clients prefer the feeling of a photo rather than the perfection of a pose. 
They prefer intimate, intentional weddings and are excited to love hard on their 
guests while soaking it all in.

What we don’t do:

● Stick to rigid plans
● Shoot or edit for “perfect,” glam photos
● Position you in formal, rigid positions
● The large, traditional wedding scene
● Photo trends

More than photos, you’re paying for an experience.

LOVE YOUR VIBE, BABE

MORE THAN JUST WEDDINGS

✓ engagement photography
✓ wedding & elopement photography
✓ maternity & newborn photography
✓ family photography
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MN Summer Lake Wedding

PORTFOLIO

Amanda & Tim turned an old summer camp property owned 

by family into the perfect place for a July wedding. Friends 

and family spend the weekend together camping, enjoying 

the lake, playing games, and celebrating Amanda and Tim!
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Intimate Minneapolis MN Wedding

PORTFOLIO

Mary & Andy transformed an urban Minneapolis art gallery 

into a chic, classic wedding venue. It was pouring rain outside 

but it made for the coziest indoor ceremony with the calming 

sound of thunder and rain in the background. 

See full gallery

See full gallery
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MN Sunrise Swim Engagement

PORTFOLIO

When Amanda told me they wanted to end their session in 

the lake via email I literally couldn’t contain my excitement. 

We got up early on a Sunday morning for some sunrise 

engagement photos then a quick sunrise swim.

See full gallery

Sound like your kind of party? Let’s go!
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Preserving Your Legacy In Photos

● The laid backers
● The go-with-the-flow-ers
● The sentimentalists

https://www.storysite.co/wireframe-tutorial

